Hunks in Trunks – Games Ideas
Here are some great games ideas to play with your Hunk/s. You will need to provide your
own props some of which can be found around the house.
Speedy Cucumber
The group is split into two teams with a Hunk in each team (or can be played with just one Hunk on the hens team). Then
using a cucumber gripped between the thighs, it must be passed along the line to reach the other end using only your
thighs, there is a forfeit for the losing team.
Props needed – 2 Whole Cucumbers (large if possible), shot glasses and grippy thighs (can also be played with a balloon)

Sex Position Challenge
Everyone in the room writes down a different sexual position or act and places them in a hat. They are then pulled out at
random and the Hen has to act out the position with the Hunk/s and the guests have to try and guess what is
written down.
Props Needed – hat/bowl, pen, paper and a good imagination

Balloon Hump
You need a balloon, Hunk and a willing guest. Give them a sex position and they have to break the balloon between their
bodies in the given position. A few drinks are also recommended before playing this game.
Props Needed – A pack of Balloons, a few shots (optional)

Dress Rehearsal
This game works best with two Hunks but you can use just one and another member of your party. Split into teams and
each team is given 3 rolls of toilet paper and 3mins to create a wonderful toilet paper wedding dress for their Bride (Hunk).
1 person from the party can be appointed as a judge and watch the clock. A forfeit for the losers of a shot.
Props Needed – 6 pack of toilet roll, Timer

Sticky Situation
Take a packet of sticky plasters, blind fold and your Hunk/s. Blindfold a chosen guest and then place a sticky plaster
somewhere on the body of your Hunk. Then start the timer and the blindfolded guest has to search the body of the hunk
for the sticky plaster, time them and note the time then work through all the guest and the winner is the one with the
quickest time.
Props Needed – Sticky Plasters, Blindfold, Timer

